Dakota Collegiate Teaching Reports

Evaluation by Brad Fallis
Krista Byers
Strengths
Krista taught a grade 9 social studies class.
 She took initiative to create many original materials to teach her unit, using a variety of resources such
as movies, short video clips, newspaper articles, academic articles, the textbook, and activity sheets.
 Krista developed a good rapport with the students and they demonstrated respect towards her.
 Krista used a daily agenda to introduce information to the students, including learning outcomes and a
step-by-step agenda of activities. She adapted her daily agenda from what she had been presented by
a couple of her cooperating teachers.
 Krista took initiative to try new strategies with her grade 9 class, such as centre-work where students
rotated through a variety of engaging learning experiences to gain exposure to new information.
AWESOME!!!
 Krista entered her teaching block well planned
 She had many of her daily lessons prepared before her block even began, complete with daily
agendas, hand-outs, and response sheets
 As the block progressed, Krista found that the students presented many good questions about the
content. Rather than feeling that she had to stick to her pre-planned lessons, she developed new
lessons or adapted her existing lessons to create meaningful learning experiences related to emerging
topics and student interest.
 Krista was initially nervous about teaching outside of her teachable area, but adapted well to the
content and become notably more confident with the content over time.

April 20, 2011
To Whom It May Concern:

I am pleased to provide you with a summative report for Ms. Krista Byers. Krista is completing her final
year in the Faculty of Education at the University of Winnipeg. Presently she is doing her final practicum
block at Dakota Collegiate, where I am one of her cooperating teachers. She is teaching Grade 10
English.
Krista is a remarkably well prepared teacher; she prepared daily agendas on the LCD projector,
exemplars, and assignments that the students could complete via email. She is interested in the
students’ ideas and opinions and has developed a respectful rapport with staff and students.
Krista was a bit uncomfortable at first but easily overcame this and is now at ease with the students.
She may want to fine tune her classroom management to become a little more assertive with certain
personalities. She offers well prepared lessons and is flexible with deadlines as so to ensure success for
all students. Krista offers additional instruction to those who need as well as other supports. Krista has
collaborated with Student Services in regards to a number of her students and has the taken extra time
to provide these students with all of the necessary tools to succeed.
Krista is dependable, hard working, easy to approach and flexible, she is open to suggestions and
doesn’t hesitate to ask for feedback. Krista’s obvious enjoyment of literature will help make her an
excellent English teacher.

Linsey Piel

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION
Date : Dec. 15/10
Teacher Candidate: Krista Byers
Cooperating Teacher: Dennis Nguyen
School : Dakota Collegiate Course(s) taught: English 9
Communication skills
Krista has effective communicative skills when dealing with students. Aside from always using
appropriate language with her students, her voice is always clear and audible when addressing
the class. Over the course of her teaching practicum block, Krista has been able to effectively use
non-verbal techniques – gestures, expressions, eye contact, etc. in appropriate contexts.
Teaching individual, small and large groups
Krista clearly prepares and organizes her lessons for each day. She interacts positively with all her
students and was thus, able to establish a healthy rapport with them. She does an effective job
of responding to student questions and providing suggestions for clarification. Krista is able to
regain control when class chatter interferes with instruction; she effectively uses eye contact,
strategic prompting and teacher positioning to respectfully and promptly get students back on
task.
Personal and professional attributes
When instructing, Krista exhibits confidence, composure and poise. Students also appreciate her
sense of humour, warmth, friendliness. In the classroom, Krista has a positive image of student
ability to learn as she is often encouraging students along the way. She is able to reflect on her
own role in classroom events. In this way, she develops a keen insight regarding her teaching.
Krista is open to new ideas and implements teaching suggestions and strategies in her teaching
repertoire.
Overall, Krista has made steady progress from the beginning of her practicum block.

Student Teacher Evaluation
Student Teacher: Krista Byers
Cooperating Teacher: Brenda McDermid
School: Dakota Collegiate
Subject/Grade: Gr.9 English
Krista has been teaching my classes for the past three weeks and I have observed the following:
Krista is a very conscientious and organized teacher who was extremely well prepared for her teaching
block. She worked on two units with the students including poetry and the play A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. While Krista started with my notes and strategies, she did considerable research on her own and
developed two booklets with activities and resources for the students. She designed lesson plans that
worked very well for the Grade 9 class, keeping in mind the specific learning outcomes for each of the
units.
Krista used several strategies and techniques in the class including reading time, mini-lessons for
instruction and oral presentations to enhance student learning. She made excellent use of technology in
the class as an integral part of the lessons. Krista set up a website for the class assignments and used
several YouTube videos to make the poetry unit more engaging.
In terms of the students, Krista has continued to work on making good connections with all of the
students and knew most of their names before the block started. Classroom management is not a
problem with this Grade 9 class and the classes are fairly well paced so that the students understand
what is expected of them. Also, Krista has worked on circulating among the students to ensure that they
are getting their work done and understand the lessons.
Krista has also made an effort to be part of the English Department culture by being part of the
conversation at lunch and has signed up to bring snacks on Friday!
Krista has had a successful block as a student teacher in the Grade 9 classroom. She has shown that she
can make adjustments based on student needs and has worked hard preparing lessons and teaching the
students. She has made improvements on her interactions with the students by coming out from behind
the desk and working with students one on one. She has the potential to be a very good teacher with
some more experience.

